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no “standard meter”

no “standard second”

no “standard kilogram”
no “standard charge”
no valid metrology

no rebuttal of Zwicky 1929
no Big Bang

no finite age of the created universe
no multiple universes

no finished black holes
no gravitational waves

no global-c field equation (yet Vikram H. Zaveri’s equations)

no symmetric high-energy collisions anywhere in the universe
no CERN safety to earth ever since early 2008

Proof: Einstein’s famous 1907 paper (in the Jahrbuch) entails a giant fourth implication:
global constancy of c in the vacuum. This new fact exposes the above 14-tiered scandal.

Discussion: The list means bad luck for the planetary IQ since 1907. It forebodes darkly for
humankind’s future because CERN is for 11 years busy betting all life against Einstein 1907,
completed. And – apart from the Ankara and the Mumbai schools – no colleague appears
ready to join forces against the reigning superstition. Would you, dear reader, care to help by
spreading the news of the 14-tiered life-saving revolution?
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